On the 10-year anniversary, The Game illustrates why he is a West Coast legend. The Documentary 2 takes lyricism and classic West Coast styles to create a modern interpretation of the first Documentary. The Games’ latest album features rappers who embody West Coast rap as well as the future of West Coast rap. It features rap legends such as Dr. Dre and Ice Cube and Kendrick Lamar, who was recently past the torch by these same legends. He takes neo-funk and bass heavy beats to convey a message which highlights a cholo-black mesh of cultures. This album has the feel of To Pimp a Butterfly and the lyrical genius of Straight out of Compton. The stories presented in the Documentary 2 allows you to feel like you’re continuing right where he left off in the Documentary.

The Documentary highlighted The Game at his genesis and allowed The Game to solidify himself as a West Coast rapper. The Documentary 2 is the Games’ odyssey showing a maturing rapper who still has love for his craft. This Documentary puts into perspective of a black rapper who speaks spanish loves low riders.
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